INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CLUTCH COVER BAG(300159-1)
You will need the following tools:
Drill
3/16 inch drill bit
Pop rivet gun with 3/16 inch dye
IMPORTANT: Read all the instructions first before proceeding.
1. PREPARING YOUR CLUTCH COVER : Remove the belt clip(s) on the clutch cover for
making required space to fix the bag .

2. DETERMINING THE POSITION OF THE BAG : Take your spare drive belt and wrap it
around the bag.Hold it in place with the four Velcro stitched on the four corners of the bag
.Then put the bag on top of the clutch cover and close the snowmobile hood .If you cannot
close the hood , move the bag forward or backward on the clutch cover , and try to close the
hood again, until you find the exact position where to install the bag .Keep the bag as far as
possible from the engine block .If the space is not sufficient under the hood , on some machines
,you might have to place the spare drive belt in the back of the seat , instead of placing it around
the bag.

3. MOUNTING THE BAG IN PLACE : Now that you know exactly where the bag will be
placed , take the plastic piece enclosed with the mounting hardware .Place that plastic piece
inside the bag , where you want to fix the rivet .Then drill through the plastic piece , the bag
and clutch cover . Remove the plastic piece and rivet the hole .Then do the same with the
second suitable location in the bag to fix the second rivet.

IMPORTANT—When installing the bag , you might have covered up some warning stickers
from the snowmobile maker .If this happens , remove the stickers from the machine and stick on
the top of the clutch cover where it would be highly visible .Remember – NEVER RUN YOUR
SNOWMOBILE ENGINE IF THE CLUTCH COVER IS NOT PROPERLY CLOSED.
If you intend to place an oil bottle in this bag , take necessary precautions to prevent leakage (for
example – electrical tape wrapped around the bottle cap , placing the bottle in a plastic bag.)
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GEARS WARRANTY INFORMATION

Gears products are warranted to the original purchaser to be free of
manufacturing and material defects for 12 months. This warranty however does
not extend to ancillary parts such as rain covers, bungee cords, buckles and
rivets. Our liability extends to the material and workmanship only.
This warranty is void if product failure is due to misuse, abuse, neglect,
accident, and improper installation. Also not covered are consequential
damages, incidental damages or damage to person or property.
All warranties are covered only by an original proof of purchase. Your sale
contract is with the dealership where the product was purchased and therefore it
has to be returned there.
USAGE AND CARE

Use care while installing your luggage, do not force or stretch it. Make sure
your luggage is secured properly .To clean any dirt off use a wet sponge or
cloth with a mild detergent. Do not use harsh chemicals. Do not carry sharp ,
pointed or flammable objects in the luggage . Make sure the weight is evenly
divided all through your luggage .
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